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Prologue: The Arondight continues to search the area of the freighter explosion for any clues as to who the attackers were and their motives.  The Captain, along with some of the senior officers, are in a closed door conference with the Iriti, discussing what they know.  The rest of the crew is left to sort through the haystack looking for a needle.
     
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

CMO Jakiel  
 ::standing in sickbay with one hand on her hip, casually looking over the only semi-conscious Vidoli so far.  Taps her commbadge::  *CNS*:  Sickbay to the Counselor...
 
EO Windne
 ::working at a console in ME, doing some diagnostics::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::finishes sending all the needed reports to Starfleet and starts going over the latest transmissions  to see if there is any thing he can find::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::taps her commbadge:: *CMO*: Go ahead, Doctor.
    
EO Day
 ::in Main Engineering gathering toolkits and equipment to take down to the flight deck:: 
   
Vrridit
 ::shifts in his biobed::

CMO Jakiel
 *CNS*: The Captain told me to inform you when one of the Vidoli patients could speak.  She said information was needed.  He should be able to talk and think enough for those purposes.
     
ACTION: Suddenly main power goes offline all over the ship.. after a moment, battery power takes over and minimum lighting is restored.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::gets to her feet:: *CMO*: On my w- ::stops talking as the lights go out::
    
EO Day
 ::curses loudly::  Windne: What the heck just happened? 

FCO Chottu
 ::on the bridge, glad to be dealing with just the ship while others take care of the rest.. until power blinks::
   
Vrridit
 ::opens his eyes, and looks around::
 
EO Windne
 ::looks around wondering what caused the power failure; does a quick system check:: EO: Looking..

CMO Jakiel
 ::exclaims with emphasis in Romulan before the lights return then settles down and quickly checks all the patients::
    
EO Day
 ::crosses over to the main diagnostics panel and tries to find the source of the shutdown:: 
 
EO Windne
 EO: It was uh.. ::looks around sheepishly:: I caused it while doing the diagnostics.
    
EO Day
 ::scowls::  Windne: Then un-cause it. 

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::starts checking as to why main power went off::

CMO Jakiel
 ::comes back to the Vidoli patient and leans over him::  Vrridit:  You are in the Arondight sickbay...I need your name.  Are you awake enough to understand me?

FCO Chottu
 ::looks up:: Bridge: Someone, anyone fill me in..
 
EO Windne
 ::nods:: EO: I'm working on it now. ::begins trying to reverse his error::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::shakes her head, wondering what was going on but not really having time to find out.  Takes one last look at Adrienne's "present"... and exits her quarters, headed for Sickbay::
   
Vrridit
 ::focuses his eyes on the human talking to him:: CMO : What?
    
EO Day
  *Bridge*: Bridge this is Engineering...we're having a little.., problem down here.   Should have mains back online shortly.
     
ACTION: Every console in ME goes black.. they come back on a moment later showing some rather embarrassing pictures of Petty Officer Windne on his last shore leave.

CMO Jakiel
 Vrridit:  I requested your name...can you tell me what that is?
    
EO Day
  ::sighs::  *Bridge*: I hope...  Windne!!!!  ::cuts the comm line::
   
Vrridit
 ::hears the gibberish coming from the human's mouth:: CMO : I'm sorry... Can you repeat that.. I don't understand what you're saying...

OPS Ko’Bil
 *EO*: LT that is good to hear
 
EO Windne
 ::wonders if he should try to fix the consoles or run from Day::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::exits the TL, thankful that nothing else decided to stop working while she was in it::

CMO Jakiel
 ::glances up and hails a nurse::  Nurse Wade:  Would you please retrieve a Universal Translator...this man's UT seems to be malfunctioning.
   
Vrridit
 ::brings up his hand and taps his ear canal::

FCO Chottu
 ::shakes his head lightly:: Self: Keyser'll have their heads if they don't deal with it quick.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::hopes that Main power comes back on line soon so that he can start scans of the area where the freighter was::

CMO Jakiel
 ::nods affirmatively at the Vidoli until Wade finally returns.  Fits the UT on her patient::  Vrridit:  Can you understand me now?

CNS Kostandinos
 ::enters sickbay just in time to hear that the only conscious patient is not currently understanding their language, and thinks she maybe should have opened the bottle Adrienne sent her before she left:: CMO:  Is this our patient?
    
EO Day
  ::walks slowly over to Windne::  Windne: Now then...let's see about getting this image out of main engineering...lord knows it's burned into the back of my eyes for all eternity...but we can't fix everything.  And then let's get power back online, so that we can go to the Flight Deck, where hopefully...just maybe, something won't go wrong.  ::smiles a smile that could kill::
 
EO Windne
 ::nods and says a quick prayer for his life::

CMO Jakiel
 ::turns to regard Ashlynn and smiles, glad she accepted the position of Counselor::  CNS:  This is our patient, yes.  He seems to have lost his translator and I am now testing the new one.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::smiles back:: CMO: So I heard... it's always a different challenge with you Arondight types, isn't it?
 
EO Windne
 ::tries to ignore the smile while working at the console, hoping for a better result this time::
   
Vrridit
 ::winces as the volume is a bit high for his receptors:: CMO : Ow... Can you please.. adjust the volume down one bit..
  
SO Skanz
 ::approaches the FCO meekly, when he speaks, his voice is barely audible over the normal noise of the bridge:: FCO: Um.. sir.. I have.. um.. a report.  ::cautiously extends a hand holding a padd::

CMO Jakiel
 ::takes her tricorder to test it and adjust the UT remotely::  Vrridit:  Is that more comfortable now?
  
ACTION: The image of EO Windne disappears as the ME consoles come back to life.

CMO Jakiel
 ::raises an eyebrow and smirks::  CNS: I do not know that I would qualify as an 'Arondight' type...but this ship and our home station does seem to present unusual problems.
   
Vrridit
 ::nods slightly:: CMO : Yes.. much.. Thank you...

FCO Chottu
 ::tilts head and takes the padd:: SO: A report on? What am I looking at?
   
Vrridit
 ::tries to sit up:: CMO : Where am i?

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::checks over his console again to see what is going on with the power::
 
EO Windne
 ::still not looking at Day:: EO: Er, it's fixed now.
  
SO Skanz
 ::takes a startled step back before responding:: FCO: Um.. local scans.. energy decay..  ::he just stops, no more words coming out of his open mouth::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::laughs, catching the reference to her former home on the station, and turns to the patient:: Vrridit:  You're on the USS Arondight, you're safe now.

CMO Jakiel
 ::remembers to add the socially polite response::  Vrridit: You are welcome.  You are in the Arondight's sickbay in the process of healing.  Since you are awake, we have questions for you.  ::gives the Counselor a look as if to say, 'go ahead'::
    
EO Day
  Windne: There, now that wasn't so difficult, was it?  ::slaps the man on the shoulder::  Now, I'll just restart the main batteries, and we'll be on our way.  ::reactivates the main batteries::

FCO Chottu
 SO: That's.. nice, anything particular you'd like to note? ::tilts head further, slightly confused with the SO's reaction::
  
ACTION: All of ME goes black.
 
EO Windne
 EO: IT WASN'T ME! Er.. I mean, I didn't cause it this time.
    
EO Day
  ::a loud unintelligible curse is heard in the darkness::
  
SO Skanz
 ::backs away further and simply retreats to his station, practically hyperventilating::
   
Vrridit
 ::turns his attention to the Counselor:: CNS, CMO : I seem to be feeling a little woozy, but I’ll answer as best i can...

CNS Kostandinos
 ::nods back at the CMO:: Vrridit: Don't worry, Dr. Jakiel took good care of you, as I'm sure she will with your crewmates.  I just need to know what happened that necessitated you being here...  three ships were shooting at your freighter.  Can you tell us why?

CNS Kostandinos
 ::keeping her voice calm and friendly, not wanting to alarm him any further than he probably already was::
    
EO Day
  *OPS*: Something is causing a power surge, what kind of demand do you have on resources up there?

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::watches as the SO nearly passes out from his fear::
   
Vrridit
 ::his eyes open a bit wider:: CMO, CNS : My crew.. Are.. Are they alright?

CNS Kostandinos
 ::looks to the CMO - she'd know the answer  better than Ashlynn would::

FCO Chottu
 ::looks over his uniform for embarrassing stains or rips and makes sure nothing is stuck in his tail:: Self: Wow that was uneasy.

OPS Ko’Bil
 *EO*: Lt. we haven't got any more power than we usually do  as a matter of fact because of main power being out we are keeping power to minimums for now.

CMO Jakiel
 Vrridit: We retrieved three other of your crew.  At this moment they are still unconscious.  I and my staff are working to heal their wounds, but the injuries are extensive.

EO Day
  ::scowls as he knocks into some cases lying around::  *OPS*: Right...ok...::mutters::
 
EO Windne
 ::moving his hands in the darkness::

FCO Chottu
 ::looks around him seeing everyone go about their business just fine and shrugs, looks down at the padd and frowns::
    
EO Day
  ::walks right into Windne's hands and slaps them away like he'd just walked into a spider web::  Windne: Stop flailing and go check the access panels in jeffries tube 3A.  ::grabs one of the flailing hands and slaps a light beacon into it::

CMO Jakiel
 Vrridit:  We need you to answer the Counselor's questions, if you would.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::starts checking systems to see where there may be an unusual power drain::

FCO Chottu
 SO: Could you translate this into something I can understand? If I can fly it, I can understand it. This I can't fly.
   
Vrridit
 ::shakes his head:: CMO : Who died?
     
ACTION: The SO doesn't respond.
   
Vrridit
 CNS : There were three ships... They appeared out of nowhere and attacked us.
 
EO Windne
 EO: Er, right. ::drops the light beacon and crouches to pick it up; knocks his head on something on the way up::
   
Vrridit
 CNS : We tried hailing them.. We tried to contact them.. Even when it became clear that they outgunned us, we tried to surrender..
   
Vrridit
 CNS : The only response we got from them was their weapon strikes on our ship...

CNS Kostandinos
 Vrridit: And you don't know who they were?  Did you see their faces on subspace, or hear their voices?
 
EO Windne
 ::mutters something before heading off to the jeffries tube::
     
ACTION: Snickering can be heard in the ME darkness

CMO Jakiel
 ::informs the Vidoli whom of his crewmates had died, having that information ready and in a report to the Captain already::

FCO Chottu
 ::scratches his ear and walks over to OPS, softly:: OPS: Do you know if that SO has any issues I should be aware of?

OPS Ko’Bil
 FCO: I am afraid I don't I barely know the SO.

CMO Jakiel
 ::feels a bit of anger rise at the overpowering of a weaker vessel::
    
EO Day
  ::shakes his head at the snickering::  Darkness: Get back to work you lazy bums...what you think it's dark so you can take a break?  And if I find the source of that snickering, I will silence it...permanently!  Get me power back!  ::storms off to his office, hitting the edge of a table on the way by.  ::another curse is uttered::

FCO Chottu
 OPS: Oh well, then perhaps could you make sense of what this says at all? ::shows the padd::
   
Vrridit
 ::looks over the Padd the CMO handed to him:: CNS : No... All we saw were the flashes from the explosions... You can try our sensor logs to see if you can get any other useful information from there.
 
EO Windne
 ::finds the jeffries tube after assorted mishaps; begins to check the access panels::
    
EO Day
  ::finds a portable power pack in his office, and manages to hook it up to the main diagnostics board, hoping he'll at least be able to find out what's wrong.::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::wishes she hadn't already tried that, and found nothing::  Vrridit:  Unfortunately, the sensor logs weren't able to identify them  either...  ::gets quiet as he looks at the list of deceased, knowing this can't be easy for him::
     
ACTION: Windne can smell a bit of smoke
     
ACTION: One of the other Vidoli patients suddenly begins convulsing.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::takes a look at the PADD:: FCO: Sir  according to this LRS picked up 2 recent warp trails just before the power went out.
   
Vrridit
 ::sighs as he looks over the list:: CNS : Then i guess there isn't much more i can tell you... ::looks ove at the other bio-bed, a distressed look on his face..::
 
EO Windne
 Self: Where there's smoke, there's fire. ::grumbles as begins to use several methods learned in the academy days to fix the problem, considering the one involving the panel on the end of a hammer::

CMO Jakiel
 ::reacts quickly to medicate the convulsing Vidoli and changes a few other settings on the hookups from the clamshell::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::sees the Vidoli's reaction and looks him in the eye, attempting to regain his focus and calm him down:: Vrridit: Rhianna will take care of him, don't worry...  we're doing everything we can to make sure you don't lose any more crewmen.

FCO Chottu
 ::mutters:: OPS: He could've just told me that, hrm and what's with this power situation, could you get on engineering’s case a little? If all else fails, threaten to drop the CEO a page, that should get them motivated.
     
ACTION: The convulsions ease immediately.

OPS Ko’Bil
 FCO: Sir, Lieutenant Day says that there seems to be a power surge somewhere and they are working on it just as fast as they can.
   
Vrridit
 ::gets up from the biobed, despite what the Counselor said, and moves to the other bio-bed, taking the female's hand in his::
    
EO Day
  ::the diagnostics board lights up and he surveys the status, attempting to isolate the problem::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::watches to make sure Vrridit wasn't getting in the CMO's way - he hadn't been able to tell them anything, so now the focus was just on keeping him and the rest of them comfortable for the time being::
   
Vrridit
 CMO : Is she going to be alright?

CMO Jakiel
 ::instructs Dr Desai to change certain medication amounts after seeing the Vidoli system on one of them react negatively::  Dr Desai: The dosage was too high, a seven percent reduction should keep him stable.
 
EO Windne
 ::discovers while looking into the panel that someone did a horrible job of repairing it; wires crossed and everything; moves the light beacon to see which panel it was again..... realizes he repaired this one recently::

FCO Chottu
 ::sighs:: OPS: I guess as fast as they can will have to do as a timeframe, either Keyser or Macxa would've been all over them by now if it were their shift. They best hope neither notices anything wrong.
 
EO Windne
 ::begins to fix it up as fast as possible::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::starts running through the sensor reading from before the power went out to see if he can get some coordinates on the warp trails.::
    
EO Day
  ::spots the problem in jeffries tube 3A and feels a migraine coming on::  Windne!!!!!!  
 
EO Windne
 ::separates the wires and begins putting them together:: Self: He won't know.. he won't kn-- ::hears Day:: Oh man..

CMO Jakiel
 ::keeps her eyes and 'focus' on the recently seizured patient as she answers::  Vrridit: She is stabilized.  I believe she will stay in that state.  Vidoli biology is difficult to control and her injuries are severe.  I will give you a better update in a few minutes.

ACTION: As soon as Windne repairs the panel, ME comes back to life.
 
EO Windne
 Self: That's the small problem down.. ::looks for the nearest cover::
 
EO Windne
 ::wonders how fast he could get through the jeffries tube.. or more importantly, how fast Day could get through the jeffries tube::
    
EO Day
  ::feels the migraine subsiding::  So much better with light.  ::spots a couple of engineers in the corner in a less-than-professional embrace::  Whitney!, Marxil!, Do not make me come over there!  
 
TO Kizlev
 ::enters sickbay with intentions to swipe one more decongestant pill before going back to his duty station::

FCO Chottu
 ::moves around a little uneasy:: Self: Come on then, we can't just sit here all day.
 
EO Windne
 ::closes the access panel and wonders in which direction he should run; maybe he should take the jeffries tube option::
   
Vrridit
 ::nods to the CMO, and sits down next to the biobed, not letting go to the wounded's hand::
    
EO Day
  ::sticks his head in the Jeffries tube and spots the back end of Windne::  Windne, get your butt out here...we've got fighters to repair!
     
ACTION: Engineering quickly restores main power to the ship.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::spots a Vidoli sitting on a biobed near to Rhianna and decides to go over and offer his greetings to both::
 
EO Windne
 ::gulps:: EO: Yes, sir.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::stands next to the Vidoli:: Vrridit:  Do you know her very well?

OPS Ko’Bil
 FCO: Sir I believe that I have the coordinates on those warp trails.
   
Vrridit
 ::nods:: CNS : She is my vilrana...
 
EO Windne
 ::moves slowly out of the Jeffries tube, picking up a plasma torch that was left in there::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::is momentarily confused:: Vrridit:  I'm afraid I'm  not familiar with the term...
    
EO Day
  ::mutters as Windne comes out of the access tube::  If I ever find out whose lousy repair job was responsible for this mess...::becomes inaudible muttering::

FCO Chottu
 OPS: Glad one of us speaks science.
 
EO Windne
 ::hears the audible part of the mutter and says another prayer::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::nods to both as he approaches:: CMO/CNS: Greetings doctor...counselor. ::eyes Vrridit::

CMO Jakiel
 ::turns after having sensed Kizlev nearing and looks at him with concern and tiredness in her eyes::  TO:  You might stay...some of the patients are... ::hears the Vidoli and the endearingly toned term::

OPS Ko’Bil
 FCO: It comes from having to send all those science reports to Starfleet.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::nods to the TO::
   
Vrridit
 ::looks up to the Counselor:: CNS : My mate.
    
EO Day
  ::points to the 12 kits and cases that need to be brought to the Flight deck::  Windne: Grab half of those.  ::walks out of main engineering with the other half::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::smiles:: Vrridit: I see...  she is in good hands, you know.
 
EO Windne
 ::follows Day with the kits and cases in hand; pondering his unfortunate luck, wondering why his Creator is doing this to him::

OPS Ko’Bil
 FCO: Sir it seem that engineering has gotten main power back on line.

CMO Jakiel
 ::gives the conscious Vidoli a compassionate look:: Vrridit:  I will do all in my power to keep her alive.  ::after seeing her vitals, adjusts the medication slightly more and tells Dr Desai of that change::
   
Vrridit
 ::smiles slightly:: CNS : You have saved us from certain death... I'm sure you are doing everything you can.

FCO Chottu
 OPS: Oh thank goodness, could you ask if they intent to actually keep it up? And well thanks in any case, does it at all specify what left the trails?
    
EO Day
  ::gets in the turbolift and waits for Windne::
 
TO Kizlev
 Vrridit: Trust me, sir. Doctor Jakiel will make sure your mate will survive. There is always hope.
 
EO Windne
 ::is right behind Day::
   
Vrridit
 ::nods:: All : Why are you trying to find the ones who attacked us?
    
EO Day
  ::takes the turbolift to the Flight Deck::

OPS Ko’Bil
 FCO: I am checking on that now but I am pretty sure they are the 2 attacking ship.

CNS Kostandinos
 Vrridit:  We think that your aggressors are also responsible for other acts of cargo theft in the area.
 
EO Windne
 ::follows Day as the turbolift reaches the Flight Deck::
   
Vrridit
 CNS : You mean they have done this before?

CMO Jakiel
 ::with Kizlev so near, wonders how she would cope if he were to be injured so gravely, but quickly banishes the unpleasant thought.  Maintains a 'touch' with the Andorian's aura as she continues watching and working with a gentle, careful hand::

CNS Kostandinos
 Vrridit:  Right now we don't know who they are, or what they need the cargo for, but several other freighters have been reported missing - we assume they were robbed and left to die in similar fashion.
     
ACTION: As the lift reaches the flight deck, Windne loses control of the kits he is carrying and the drop, the contents spilling out.

OPS Ko’Bil
 *EO*: Lt. Lt. Chottu wants to know if we can rely on main power staying up.
    
EO Day
  ::shakes his head and steps over the mess out onto the flight deck, leaving Windne behind::

EO Windne
 ::grumbles; picks up the stuff he dropped and rushes to catch up with Day::

EO Day
  *OPS*: Oh he does, does he?  Well Lt. Chottu can....  ::stops himself::  ...the problem is fixed.  And the source will be dealt with when found.  I foresee no other issues...  ::in a very tight voice::

FCO Chottu
 ::ponders:: OPS: I see, well I guess it's as good a lead as any. Do they split up or stick together? Can we still follow them you think?
   
Vrridit
 All : I can tell that they took all my cargo... Various colony supplies... Which probably means they weren't looking for anything specific..

OPS Ko’Bil
 FCO: If we head out soon we should be able to follow them.
 
TO Kizlev
 CMO: I really have no real business here right now, Doctor. If you don't mind, I'll just snatch up another vial of antihistamine and I'll be on my way. ::goes over to the med dispenser machine::

OPS Ko’Bil
 *EO*: Thanks for the information.

FCO Chottu
 OPS: First real good news of the shift, thanks.

CNS Kostandinos
 Vrridit:  There is no pattern thus far to the cargo that has been stolen...  so either they're looking for nothing specific, or their needs are so complex that  we haven't figured them out yet.
    
EO Day
  ::mocks OPS silently and heads over to the Flight Deck Officer::  FDO: What do I get to fix this time?

FCO Chottu
 ::overhears the EO's message and frowns:: Self: Oh, the CEO is getting a full report on this one alright.

CMO Jakiel
 ::takes her eyes off the female Vidoli patient for a second to look narrowly at Kizlev::  TO:  You might want to stay and listen to this.  Perhaps it might help finding the enemy.  And...you are still having problems with your allergy.  ::said as a statement, not question::  I will need to check you over again when I have time.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::smiles at him, keeping her voice calm and friendly:: Vrridit: I realize that you've just now awoken, and that you have a lot of other things on your mind... details of the event may come back to you later, and if they do, just make sure you let myself or the doctor know.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::sneezes suddenly as he finds his preferred allergy med, then fills a vial, then hears Rhianna and sighs:: CMO: Fine... ::grumbles under his breath and looks for a place to sit down, though not minding the break from work at all::
     
ACTION: All of the flight deck mechanics make themselves busy when the EOs arrive.

CMO Jakiel
 CNS/Vrridit:  Or they are careful not to leave clues behind

EO Windne
 ::looks around at the busy mechanics::
   
Vrridit
 ::nods:: CNS : I will do my best to remember everything i can..
    
EO Day
  Windne: Now see...this is the way you guys should be.  It's not that hard.
     
ACTION: None of the mechanics stop to speak with the EOs, trying not to even look them in the eyes.
 
EO Windne
 EO: I don't think.. ::quiets himself::
   
Vrridit
 CNS : Have you tried looking for transporter traces from our cargo hold?

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::helps the shy SO run some more scans now that main power is back up::

CMO Jakiel
 ::taps the padd she gave the Vidoli::  Vrridit:  You can notate any memories here if no one is here for you.
   
Vrridit
 CNS : They beamed all our cargo out, there should be some residue left.

EO Day
  Windne: They're so into their work, they don't even notice us.  Why they practically don't even need us.  I like that.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::finds an empty biobed across from Vrridit's and sits calmly on the edge, closing his eyes and opening his thoughts to the room around him, and the counselor's conversation::
 
EO Windne
 EO: But.. ::shushes himself again::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::smiles at him again:: Vrridit: All we can tell is that it was beamed onto one of the three ships that attacked you....  your ship and one of the attackers was destroyed, but the other two got away, presumably with your cargo.

FCO Chottu
 OPS: Whenever you can, get a course to flight? Lets start this chase while we still can.
     
ACTION: From behind them, a discouraging comment about "JT rats" can be heard... but impossible to figure out from whom.

CNS Kostandinos
 Vrridit:  For now you need to rest - we will find whomever did this, but the best thing you can do to aid us is to regain your strength.
 
EO Windne
 ::wonders if he should make himself disappear now::

OPS Ko’Bil
 FCO: transferring the coordinates now sir. :: transfers the coordinates to the FCO console::
    
EO Day
  ::looses it::  Flight Deck: All right!  That's it.  No one leaves here until I have the guy's neck in my hands who said that!  Windne, go guard the door.

CMO Jakiel
 Vrridit:  You will need to return to your biobed until I dismiss you as fit.  Please...
 
EO Windne
 EO: But, I.. ::moves to the door; speaks quietly now:: I'm not a tactical officer.. I barely passed Tac class.
   
Vrridit
 ::looks up at the CMO, then back at his mate:: CMO : Alright.. ::allows himself to be lead back to the biobed::

FCO Chottu
 ::nods, turning to flight:: Helm: Lets get moving, best speed, make sure science can keep track of the trails.
     
ACTION: As the Arondight speeds off in pursuit of the attacking vessels, laughs can be heard from some of the larger mechanics on the flight deck.
     
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

